
Features iGear™ Flip Turn Case ClamCase Pro ZAGGkeys™ Folio Belkin QODE™

Ultimate Keyboard Case

Full-body Protection
Protect the iPad™ all around — front, back, sides, and corners ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Bluetooth® Keyboard
Bluetooth® 3.0 wireless keyboard enables accurate and fast typing 
while reducing screen clutter

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Laptop Mode
Use the iPad® as a laptop at any angle for maximum comfort and 
increased productivity

✔ ✔ ✔
Up to 135º

✔
Three positions only

Presentation Mode
Use the iPad® as a movie player or for presentation at any angle 
for maximum convenience

✔
✔

Keys are exposed at bottom 
in presentation mode

✔ ✘

Tablet Mode
Turn the iPad® 360º and fold flat for use as a tablet ✔

✔
Keys are exposed at bottom 

in tablet mode
✘

✔
Flap makes tablet uneven.

iPad tray tends to press on keys

Back-lit Keyboard
LED back-lit keys with adjustable brightness for easy viewing at 
night or in the dark

✔ ✘
✔

Back lighting is 
available in 7 colors

✘

Auto Sleep/Wake
Magnet-activated sleep/wake feature turns off the iPad® when the 
case is closed, saving battery, and turns on when opened

✔ ✔ ✔ ✘

Coded Bluetooth® Pairing
A unique code is used for pairing the keyboard to the iPad® to help 
organize multi-unit deployment

✔ ✘ ✘ ✘

Built-in stylus
Since the iPad® is frequently used in laptop mode, It's important to 
keep the screen clean with a stylus

✔ ✘ ✘ ✘

Customization
Customize the case with user's logo artwork or branding in white 
ink or full color

✔ ✘ ✘ ✘
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